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together with a further seven
developed by request and produced
as a result of so many years as a
leading world supplier of scalpel
blades.

Swann-Morton blades are available in
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Swann-Morton produce steel in sterile
all of the nine -.A- individual packs or
universally accepted Swann-Morton Ltd., non-sterile in packs
scalpel blade shapes Penn Works, Owlerton Green, of 5.
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CURRENT CONCEPTS IN DOPPLER
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Dragonara Hotel, Bristol
11th-12th July, 1986

This second Bristol Course is designed for those new to
Doppler Echocardiography but who are already familiar
with 2-D and M-Mode techniques.
The course will include lectures, demonstrations and
"hands on" practicals. Registration numbers will be strictly
limited.
Course Lecturers: A. DeMaria, Kentucky U.S.A.; R. Skid-
more, Bristol; R. Snider, Michigan, U.S.A.; T. Touche,
Paris; P. Wilde, Bristol; G. Williams, Leeds.
The course fee of £120 includes tuition, luncheon,
beverages and the course dinner. Favourable hotel rates
available.
For details andprogramme contact: Dr. Peter Wilde, Con-
sultant Radiologist, Bristol Royal Infirmary, Marlborough
Street, Bristol BS2 8HW. Telephone: 0272 22041, Ext.
2130.
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114 Correspondence

A case of fatal peripartum cardiomyopathy
Sir,
In 1970 you published a report by myself and col-
leagues from this hospital on a case of fatal peri-
partum cardiomyopathy.' Since then, our patient's
younger sister has died at the age of 31 at another
hospital of dilated cardiomyopathy. An older sister
developed congestive heart failure after delivery of a
son at the age of 38 but she recovered. This son
developed congestive heart failure at the age of 12
and was investigated by paediatricians at this
hospital. He was found- to have a dilated .cardio-
myopathy associated with serological evidence of
recent Coxsackie virus infection and has been
treated by cardiac transplantation. His younger
brother developed heart failure attributed to cardio-
myopathly and died nearly two years after operation
for closure of persistent ductus. The case of the
12 year old boy will be reported by Dr Rosemary
Rayner who will describe the family history and dis-

cuss the interrelation of genetic and environmental
factors in the genesis of dilated cardiomyopathy.

In our original article we stated that in our
patient's case there was no family history of heart
disease. The purpose of this letter is to correct this
statement retrospectively, in the light of these later
developments.

M Honey,
Brompton Hospital,
Fulham Road,
London SW3 6HP.

Reference

1 Hughes RAC, Kapur P, Sutton GC, Honey M. A case
of fatal peri-partum cardiomyopathy. Br Heart J 1970;
32: 272-6.

iNotices
Electrocardiology in Amsterdam

A symposium in honour of the late Professor Dirk
Durrer on 35 Years of Electrocardiology in
Amsterdam will be held at the Royal Tropical Insti-
tute, Amsterdam, on 29 and 30 May 1986. Further
information may be obtained from: Dr Frits L
Meijler, Interuniversity Cardiology Institute,
Catharijnesingel 101, 3511 GV Utrecht, The Neth-
erlands.

British Cardiac Society

The Annual General Meeting for 1986 will take
place in York on 2 and 3 April 1986, and the closing
date for receipt of abstracts will be 2 January 1986.
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CHECKLIST
Please make a photocopy of this checklist, complete, and
send with all manuscripts submitted for publication.

General
LiTwo complete sets of the manuscript (including 2

sets of figures) are submitted.

LThe manuscript is typed double spaced through-
out on one side only on 22 x 28 cm (8'/2x 11")
opaque white bond paper with 3 cm margins all
around.

LThe manuscript is arranged as follows: (1) title
page, (2) summary, (3) text, (4) references (5) leg-
ends, (6) tables. Pages are numbered con-
secutively, beginning with the title page as page 1.

[]The last name of the first author is typed at the top
right corner of each page.

Title page
[The title and authors' names with symbols (* t

etc) to indicate place of appointment are typed on
the title page.

[No more than three authors' names are given for
case reports.

[]The name and address of the institutions from
which the work originated are included.

[The full name, exact postal address with postal
code, and telephone number of the author to
whom communications, proofs, and requests for
reprints should be sent are typed at the bottom.

Summary
WA summary (excluding statistical analyses) is

typed double spaced on a separate page.

FiThe summary is substantive rather than purely
descriptive.

[Abbreviations other than standard units of mea-
surement are not used.

Text
LAbbreviations or acronyms are always written out

in full (for example, ECG, electrocardiogram;
LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy; CAD, coro-
nary artery disease, MI, myocardial infarction).

[jOnly units of measurement and mathematical for-
mulas and calculations are abbreviated and they
follow the form recommended in Uniform Re-
quirementsfor Manuscripts Subniitted to Biomedical
Journals (Br Heart J 1984; 51: 1-6).

ElAppropriate headings and subheadings are pro-
vided.

[lEvery reference, figure, and table is cited in the
text in numerical order. (Order of mention in text
determines the number given to each.)

[Acknowledgments and details of support in the
form of grants, equipment, or drugs are typed at
the end of the text, before references.

References
EReferences are identified in the text by arabic nu-

merals; no more than three references are cited for
any one statement.

EReferences are typed double spaced on sheets sep-
arate from the text (numbered consecutively in the
order in which they are mentioned in the text) in the
Vancouver style.

Ljoumal references contain inclusive page numbers;
book references contain specific page numbers.

ECitations of abstracts and letters are indicated in
parentheses.

EPersonal communications, manuscripts in prepa-
ration, and other unpublished data are not cited in
the reference list but are mentioned in the text in
parentheses.

EAbbreviations of journals conform to those used in
Index Medicus, US National Library of Medicine.
The style and punctuation of the references follow
the format illustrated in the following examples:
journal: (list all authors if six or less; otherwise
list first three and add et al; do not use full stops
after authors' initials)
31 Balcon R, Brooks N, Layton C. Correlation

of heart rate/ST slope and coronary angio-
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graphic findings. Br Heart 1984; 52:
304-8.

Chapter in book:
28 Schiebler GL, Van Mierop LHS, Krovetz

LJ. Diseases of the tricuspid valve. In:
Moss AJ, Adams F, eds. Heart disease in
infants, children and adolescents. Baltimore:
Williams and Wilkins, 1968: 134-9.

Book (personal author or authors): (all book refer-
ences should have specific page numbers)

36 Feigenbaum H. Echocardiography. 3rd ed.
Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1981:
549-63.

Figure legends
[Figure legends are typed double spaced on sheets
separate from the text, and figure numbers corre-
spond with the order in which figures are

presented in the text.

[IAll abbreviations appearing on the figures are
identified at the end of each legend.

[Written permission from the publisher and author
to reproduce any previously published figures is
included.

Figures

[Two sets of unmounted glossy prints (not origi-
nals) of each photograph and drawing are submit-
ted in two separate envelopes.

[IFigures, particularly half tones andECG tracings,
have been submitted with the following guidelines
in mind: the detail on the figure is sufficiently clear
to withstand reduction; the maximum width for

Checklist
one column figures is 7 cm or 23/4" and for two
column figures 14 cm or 5 "/4" maximum; and spe-
cial features are designated by arrows.

EiBlack ink is used for all line drawings. Decimals,
lines, etc must be strong enough for reproduction.

lThe first author's last name, figure number, and
"top" are indicated on the back ofeach illustration
in light black pencil, preferably on a gummed
label.

[IFigure title and caption material appear in the
legend not on the figure.

[Figures are limited to the number necessary for
clarity. (Estimates for colour work will be pro-
vided on acceptance of the manuscript for publica-
tion. All costs of colour printing will be charged to
the author(s).)

Tables
LTables are typed double spaced on separate sheets
with the table number and title above the table and
explanatory notes below. The table numbers are
arabic and correspond with the order in which the
tables are presented in the text.

[A footnote to each table identifying all abbrevi-
ations used is provided.

LuTables are self-explanatory, and the data are not
duplicated in the text or figures.

[Written permission from the publisher and author
to reproduce any previously published tables is
included.


